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NEW PRODUCTS

New products preview
The newest launches and latest innovations have always been at the heart of TFWA World
Exhibition, and this year is no exception. Once again there is an astounding array of new lines
across all product categories, and in our indispensable guide we highlight a selection of those
that are not to be missed. Look to subsequent issues of The Daily for further previews of the
original, inventive, and truly inspired new products on show at Cannes.

East meets West
Western feeling comes face-toface with Eastern spirit at Artdeco
this season, where the new
Beauty Meets Fashion cosmetics
collection is being introduced. The
perfect symbiosis of beauty and
fashion, the Asia-inspired range
was developed in collaboration
with renowned designer duo
Johnny Talbot and Adrian Runhof.
It is marked by rich petrol,
intensive purple and delicate
camel tones, encased in limitededition designer boxes with floral
elements on tartan, inspired by
the designers’ fall collection.
Artdeco is also catching the eye
with its new ‘Orient Express’ Pure
Minerals collection, which has
creatively captured the exotic flair
of the far Eastern reaches. With
high quality minerals such as

Exclusive
whiskies
William Grant & Sons has collaborated
with Nuance to launch an exclusive
Tullamore DEW 14 Year Old Single Malt
Sherry Cask Finish, which is available solely through the retailer’s key
European airport outlets. Tullamore
DEW 14 Year Old Single Malt Sherry Cask
Finish is presented in a new premium
one-litre bottle, housed within a gift
box, and forms part of the new packaging range launched in Q2 2013. It has a
lively citrus character, with rich vanilla
oak notes and floral aromas of lavender
and violets gently intertwined with fresh
berries. This is accompanied by a complex
and rounded single malt taste, with the
fruitiness of ripe berries. The influence of
sherry cask adds a sweet spice note with
hints of cinnamon and nutmeg, while it
has a rich, golden single malt finish.

www.tfwa.com

Super
speaker

Meanwhile, William Grant & Sons has
also launched a new limited edition
whiskey ‘Tullamore D.E.W. Phoenix’,
which is initially available in travel retail
exclusively through Aer Rianta International. This triple distilled Irish whiskey
is enriched in pot-still whiskey finished
in Old Oloroso Sherry casks. It is a blend
of all three types of Irish whiskey – pure
pot-still, malt and grain whiskey. Each
bottle is uniquely numbered.

Golden Village GO2

zinc, magnesium and potassium,
the products are a blessing for
the skin and easily blendable,
and from the Mineral Fluid
Foundation to the Mineral Baked
Blusher and 3D Mineral Mascara,
the natural cosmetics are
designed to fulfil the every need
of the modern woman.
Also at TFWA World Exhibition the spotlight is shining
on Misslyn’s Beauty, Sex and
Rock’n’Roll collection. Inspired
by the most coveted female
icons in fashion and music, the
statement range unites rebellion, extravagance and glamour.
Guaranteed to turn heads, the
look is wild, casual and sexy.

Riviera Village RF8

music when it’s raining. You can even
take it into the shower. With a retail price
of €49.95 this speaker is set to make
some waves.

Blue Village G31

Capi Global is presenting its new release
– the MiTone MITSP70 speaker. The
tough-looking speaker features the
latest Bluetooth technology, and
can be used in combination with
a mobile device, without the use
of cables. The speaker is easy
to pair with a smartphone or
tablet and produces a strong
and full sound. Incoming
calls can be answered at
the press of a button, with
the speaker doubling as
hands-free set.
With a battery life of up
to five hours, this robust
speaker is ideal for use
outside and is also splash proof.
Take the speaker outdoors, and
it will continue to play your favourite
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Smooth
shave
Braun, with its revolutionary °CoolTec,
has developed a shaver that addresses
shaving irritation right away during
the shave. The secret element in the
°CoolTec shavers is Braun’s innovative
Thermo-Electric-Cooling technology
(TEC). °CoolTec features a cuttingedge aluminium cooling bar in the
shaver head that actively cools down
the skin during the shaving process
and directs heat away from the skin.
Meanwhile, the new Braun Silk-épil
SkinSpa gives long-lasting smooth
skin and is said to naturally improve
its appearance for a fresh and
healthy skin glow. Silk-épil 7 SkinSpa
combines two state-of-the-art beauty
treatments – Braun’s top-of-the-line
epilator removes unwanted hair, while
the exfoliation brush removes dead
skin cells for natural skin beauty,
smoothness and radiance. SkinSpa is
said to deliver results comparable to
a professional treatment. 10,000 fine
bristles and more than 3,000 microvibrations per minute remove dead
skin cells gently yet effectively, while
the ergonomic angle enables convenient usage on all body areas. SkinSpa

can be used in the bath or shower
for extra comfort and a pampering
experience.
Finally, Satin Hair 7 SensoCare styler
is the latest addition to Braun’s hair
care range. Built-in sensors read the
hair 20 times per second to detect
the moisture levels of every strand
and automatically adapt to the ideal
temperature for smooth, longerlasting styles.

Mediterranean
Village P15

Flavoursome cigars
Agio Cigars is showcasing AGIO TIP – one
of the brands it has been focusing on in
duty free and travel retail. The brand is
well-established in the cigar industry
with a worldwide distribution, and AGIO
TIP has proven to be very popular with
many cigar enthusiasts. Agio Sweet Tip is
the flavoured cigar within the TIP family.
The pure aroma is said to be in perfect
harmony with its excellent Java wrapper.
The filter guarantees the mild taste
of the cigarillo. AGIO TIP SWEET 50 is
described as the perfect gift in a nice tin.
Agio Cigars is also presenting the
Balmoral Dominican Selection Short

Corona. Balmoral Dominican Selection
is said to offer a new model exactly
fitting the consumer needs of today.
A short but sturdy cigar, it brings an
explosion of flavour without being too
time consuming. With a beautiful blend
of Dominican and Brazilian tobaccos,
this Short Corona will satisfy every true
cigar aficionado. Each cigar is individually packed in cellophane, in order to
guarantee optimum quality. With hints
of vanilla, coffee and cedar, there is a
mild but full taste.

Yellow Village H49
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Trendy
and
practical
Wenger is showcasing a variety of
new watches. The Wenger Terragraph
Chrono is described as a classic yet
trendy chronograph. It is distinguished
by its original colour combinations
and dial executions, and combines an
understated, modern look with practicality. The 43mm quartz timepiece offers
chronograph functions measuring 60
seconds, 30 minutes and 12 hours,
and also includes a date function. The
Wenger Terragraph Chrono features a
sapphire crystal, 316L stainless steel
case, genuine leather strap, 10 ATM
(100m) water-resistance, and a Swissmade quartz movement.
Wenger has also conceived a chronograph execution of its 200m
divers three-hands/date
Wenger Seaforce. It is fitted
with a sapphire crystal
that provides the scratchresistance required by
divers. The Wenger Seaforce
Chronograph is equipped with a
Swiss-made chronograph quartz
movement. The chronograph

functions measure 60 seconds, 30
minutes and 12 hours. It is available in
four different dial variations – black and
white, black and orange, black and blue,
and coral grey.
Meanwhile, Wenger Squadron Lady
combines a contemporary, sporty design
with femininity. It is fitted with a sapphire
crystal for flawless scratch-resistance
and is available in six different executions. The timepiece is also assembled
with a Swiss-made quartz, three-hands/
date movement.

Bay Village Bay 17B

Menswear of
the moment
With industry-leading designs born out
of generations of style and skill, Cerruti
1881 has made its name known in the
international fashion world as the very
embodiment of quality craftsmanship.
Elegance, luxury and quality are still the
bywords of the House, which is always at
the forefront of textile innovation. Avantgarde yet timeless, the ‘Cerruti 1881’
style is in a class of its own: lightweight,
fluid, and crease-resistant.
Renowned for its ability to capture and
redefine the mood of the moment in
menswear, Cerruti 1881 continues to
demonstrate that good modern styling
should not just be desirable, but also
original, and inspired. As it has done
since 1995 the brand is showing the

latest in its ready-to-wear and accessory
collections at TFWA World Exhibition
this year. Among the new products on
show is ‘Pauline’ a folding shopper in
an array of trendsetting colours; ‘Tate’,
a black-lacquered fountain pen with
a unique square shape; the ‘Dot-andTartan Collection’ an assortment of 100%
silk ties which revisit the coveted dot and
tartan pattern, emblazoned on vibrant
fabrics to create a textured effect; and
‘Firenze Romane’, Cerruti 1881’s new
collection of timepieces, which merges
clean and modern design with the finest
materials.

Bay Village
Bay 14

Elixir 7.9

Youth Energy Innovation
12 years of research
A combination of 7 plants
9 anti-Aging Patents

VISIT US AT CANNES :
GREEN VILLAGE M49
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Dead Seaminerals
Having spent decades pursuing the revitalising properties
of Dead Sea minerals, AHAVA
Dead Sea Laboratories knows
better than anyone the reparative
qualities that are found in its
mineral-rich waters, salt and
mud deposits, hardy plant life
and even in the air. The latest
skin-optimising salve to emerge

from its scientific research is
Dead Sea OsmoterTM Concentrate
Moisture and Radiance Boosting
Serum, a groundbreaking serum
that harnesses the power of Dead
Sea minerals to recharge and
rehydrate for a younger-looking,
luminous complexion.
AHAVA’s unique OsmoterTM
element is the most important

mineral technology to come
from its clinical studies, and
has impacted every product in
its skincare range. This concentrated Dead Sea water extract
contains magnesium, calcium,
potassium, and bromine – the
most essential minerals for
supporting skin functions – in
perfect proportions, and
through cellular processes
empowers the epidermis to
elevate hydration and nutrition levels for a moisturised,

youthful appearance.
Dr Ze’evi Maor, Vice President of R&D explained: “The
OsmoterTM is important not
because it’s an ingredient that
sits on top of skin, but because
it’s a catalyst for healthy skin
interaction. Our skin has life, it
changes, so to really innovate
in skincare, we must create
products that also have a
transformative power.”

Green Village M62

Let it
shine

New
wines

CRISLU will be showcasing its
newest collection of stunning,
classic jewellery must-haves
at TFWA World Exhibition.
Worn by celebs such as Carrie
Underwood, Nancy O’Dell
and Vivica Fox, CRISLU is
a celebrated multinational
brand that is synonymous with
affordable luxury, high style
and exquisite quality.
Founded in 1961, CRISLU
designs and manufactures
jewellery made of flawless
cut Cubic Zirconia, hand set
in precious metals and finely
crafted in both classic and
contemporary designs. Base
metals are never used, making
CRISLU completely hypoallergenic and perfect for those with
allergies and sensitive skin.
CRISLU is a worldwide brand
dedicated to creating stunning
jewellery collections that offer
women a range of high style
designs, unparalleled quality
and unprecedented affordability. All CRISLU jewellery

Barton & Guestier is presenting new wines and exclusive
packaging for travel retail
at TFWA World Exhibition.
B&G Sparkling Rosé features
new premium and distinctive
packaging, with an elegant and
clear label for the fine, delicate
bubbles. It is said to be the
perfect wine to celebrate the
‘Art of Living’.
Thomas Barton Réserve SaintJulien is a new prestigious
French AOC in the high-end
range of Bordeaux wines. It is
an homage to the founder of
the Barton & Guestier company.
Full and harmonious with
velvety tannins, this wine is said
to offer an ultimate experience
in the Bordeaux vineyard.
Exclusive to travel retail is the
French Tom Réserve in canisters.
There are new classy, glossy
labels for the two exclusive
AOCs, Bordeaux and Médoc.
The elegant canisters make
them perfect wines for gifting.
B&G Réserve 1725, one of the

is guaranteed for life through
the CRISLU lifetime warranty
programme.
At TFWA World Exhibition,
CRISLU will showcase classic
collections that the brand has
become known for, as well as
a range of brand new, fashion
savvy offerings that are sure
to make a statement: CRISLU,

Wear It Always!
Visit the CRISLU stand at TFWA
World Exhibition and mention
this article to receive a free pair
of CRISLU Classic Studs featuring dazzling Cubic Zirconia set
in sterling silver and finished in
pure platinum.

Blue Village G4

oldest B&G brands, remains
a worldwide bestseller today.
Available in AOC Bordeaux
Red and White, it features an
eye-catching label, respecting
the Bordeaux traditions.
Finally, Fleur de Vigne includes
two aromatic varietal blends
that are said to be ideal for an
aperitif with friends. The trendy
labels and screwcaps make
Fleur de Vigne an attractive
brand for young consumers.

Yellow Village D42

UK-made natural skincare
With a widening portfolio of
travel retail targeted products,
World of Patria International
is adding a new range of entry
price point skincare at TFWA
World Exhibition this year:
Harley Street Skincare.
Combing anti-aging technology
with years of firsthand experience, the high performance
skincare range has been developed to treat all skin types and
conditions. Behind the brand
is Lesley Reynolds, skincare
professional, beauty expert
and author with more than
20 years’ experience at the
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leading edge of anti-aging skin
therapy. The founder of the
Harley Street Clinic, Reynolds
owns a highly respected private
practice in the most famous
medical street in the world.
WOPI will be showcasing
three main skincare ranges
from Harley Street Skincare,
including StemCellution, a
secret weapon for ageless
beauty, packed with antiageing ingredients including
peptides, epidermal growth
factors, anti-oxidants and fruit
stem cells; the Silver Collection – targeting each and every

layer of the skin, thoroughly
hydrating the whole face, this
range introduces an integrated
mix of skincare products that
together work to achieve
brighter and younger looking
skin; and Spotless, a skincare
routine that helps to clear up
spot prone skin.
Rob Nichols, World of Patria
International Managing
Director, commented: “We
are thrilled to launch such a
high profile skin care product
at TFWA World Exhibition. It
is an extremely well-known
skin care range, has a great

reputation, and will be a great
addition to any retailer’s offer.
Demand for skin care continues
to grow with travellers looking
for more choice and guaranteed

results. This range provides
a great choice of products at
great entry price points.”

Blue Village G13
www.tfwa.com
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Sponsored FEATURE

For Silhouette, eyewear is a stylish
accessory, with a unique design
offering lightness and comfort. It is
constantly adding new and fascinating perspectives to eyewear –
its products are renowned for their
innovation and flexibility.
Among this year’s highlights are the
Icon Campaigns. With the presentation of ‘Titan Minimal Art - The Icon’,
Silhouette is launching a long-term
campaign with the motto ‘An Icon for
an Icon’. The theme revolves around
icons that symbolically stand for living
with innovation and lightness. The new
faces of Silhouette are Cate Blanchett
and Patrick Dempsey. Titan Minimal Art
is considered to be ‘The Icon’ among
rimless eyewear. The Titan Minimal Art
glasses and sunglasses are as characteristically minimal and stylish as ever.
Cate Blanchett embodies many of the
characteristics that Silhouette strives
to capture in its eyewear – elegance,
sophistication and subtlety. For Patrick
Dempsey, design is good “when it is
simple and functional, not forcing its way
into the foreground”.
The lightness and flexibility result from
the use of super lightweight titanium. The
tapered, hypoallergenic temple ends are
made using two-component SPX+ fusion
technology, meaning they are smooth to
touch but grip effortlessly. A variety of
lense shapes are available to suit many
styles and face shapes. The sunglasses
lenses, with their trademark unrestricted
view, give 100% protection against UVA, B
and C rays, are anti-reflective and can be
polarized or even made prescription.

Silhouette iKiosk
A fantastic innovation on display at TFWA
World Exhibition will be the Silhouette
iKiosk, which allows customers to try
on ‘virtually’ any eyewear or sunglasses
from the Silhouette collection. You
simply stand in front a big screen, your
face is tracked and with a movement
of the hand, you can try on the eyewear
and get a real feel for what they look

Silhouette
iconic eyewear

like. Between July and September, the
technology was tested in the Heinemann
Duty Free Shop at Vienna International
Airport. “This is a tool we developed with
our airport and retail partners in mind
as it stops traffic and puts a smile on
customer’s faces while in the shopping
area, in addition to raising our brand
awareness,” commented Joel Jelderks,
Head of Travel Retail at Silhouette. “As
a premium brand whose eyewear and
sunglasses are produced in Austria, as
always, we like to try out new interactive
ways of presentation with our partners
in order to draw the attention of the
consumer to the brand and products.”

www.tfwa.com

Silhouette SUN 2014
Silhouette will showcase its SUN 2014
collection at TFWA World Exhibition.
Lightweight, yet highly functional and
effective, the innovative eyewear has a
minimalist design, supreme wearing
comfort and impressive aesthetics. The
collection features eight design lines
with up to three models in a variety of
colours, making a total of 88 different
shades.
The tints of Silhouette’s sun protection
lenses are designed to go well with
the skin tones of the wearers – gray
= balancing, green = relaxing, brown
= stimulating. The same is true of the

Silhouette style colours ‘Grey’ and ‘Earth’
with silver gradient mirror. Meanwhile,
the new high-definition tints in the SUN
2014 Collection are fresh blue-green
‘Glossy Teal’ and ‘Glossy Purple’ – a
harmonious red-violet tone. With an
ultra-thin silver coating (flash mirror),
they represent the modern elegance and
freshness of Silhouette shades.
Silhouette SUN 2014 will also be available in special Asian Fit models – an
important evolution of the collection
as Silhouette expands its presence in
Asian markets.
Silhouette has expanded its offering of
polarized models equipped with state-ofthe-art POL technology. The polarizing
sun protection lenses by Silhouette are
the most effective way to protect your
eyes from intense sunlight, while simultaneously guaranteeing glare-free vision.
Finally, also on display at TFWA World
Exhibition will be inflight exclusive
models for 2014, including the lightest
and most comfortable aviator available
on the market today.

Riviera Village RE9
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Scent
she
loves
This year at TFWA World Exhibition, Amore Pacific is unveiling
elle L’aime, the sensuous new Eau
de Parfum by Lolita Lempicka.
Available in 80ml and 40ml
natural sprays, the intoxicating
fragrance is a light and floral
olfactory indulgence, dreamed up
to transport the wearer into their
own private love story.
Its stirring notes are designed
to kindle the flame of the heart,
beginning with the compelling
scent of lime and emerging into

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION show preview 2013

a burst of white flowers, which
unfolds into a chorus of florals
– coconut flowers steeped in
jasmine and ylang ylang – and
eventually languishes in the
warmth of Myrrh and the
creamy caress of sandalwood.
elle L’aime’s ingredients are
rare natural extracts obtained
from nature using cutting-edge
technology and encapsulated
in a sculpted totem bottle,
dripping with gold. The scent’s
elegant packaging with intertwined ivy leaf motif symbolises
the bonds of love, and nestled
within the box’s ruby red
interior is a fragrance that
spells passion in every sense.

Spirit of
Brazil

Golden Village
GO14

Scents with
substance
Beauty Contact is highlighting
the Whatever It Takes line of
ethical Eau de Parfums for men
and women. The collection is
part of the Whatever It Takes
unique artwork campaign, a
fund raising project for the 21st
Century Leaders Foundation.
The scents have both style and
sensitivity in their exclusively
designed bottles, which bear
artworks donated by George
Clooney, Daniel Craig and Lucy
Liu. Beauty Contact Trading
LLC has committed to raising a
minimum of US$175,000 for 21st
Century Leaders through the

sale of the collection, which will
go towards projects in support of
key global development causes.
Also on show is the new
MADONNA Nude(s) 1979 line
of body sprays. Inspired by
photographer Martin Hugo
Maximilien Schreiber, his muse
Madonna Ciccone, and the nude
photographs he took of her
in February 1979, the six new
references on show in Cannes
are harmonious companions of
the existing range of MADONNA
Nude(s) 1979 Eau de Toilettes.

Yellow Village F58

Lavish selection
Butlers Chocolates is
launching its newly
redesigned Dark Chocolate
Assortment at TFWA World
Exhibition. The exciting new
look features striking new
photography with rich gold
tones, specifically designed
to maximise on-shelf
impact.
The beautifully presented
assortment will feature
a lavish selection of 14

How charming
Pandora’s Travel Collection has
proved itself to be all the rage
with voyagers, for both selfpurchase and gifting, and now
the newest addition to the line
is taking centre stage at TFWA
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World Exhibition.
The new ‘I Love To Travel’
suitcase is the first charm that
has been created exclusively for
airline customers, and encapsulates the most memorable

alcohol-free dark chocolate truffles and pralines,
comprising: 70% Truffle,
Coconut, Double Chocolate
Truffle, Salt Truffle, Mango,
Marzipan, Chili, Mandarin
Heart, Almond Praline,
Hazelnut Caramel, Cocoa
Crunch, Raspberry Sorbet,
Chocolate Trio and Dark
Truffle.

Underberg is presenting its new
Underberg Gift Tin 2014 – limited
edition ‘Brazil’. The inspiration is
next year’s World Cup in Brazil,
which will put the country in the
international spotlight. There are
four different panel themes for
the tin – the architectural features
of the capital Brasilia; the unique
natural paradise of Pantanal,
located in south west Brazil;
the city of Recife, located on
the river Capibaribe in the state
of Pernambuco; and Manaus
Amazonia, located on the shores
of the river Rio Negro Manaus
and the capital of the Brazilian
state of Amazonas. Filled with 12
Underberg portion bottles, the
Gift Tin 2014 is a collectors’ item
and an ideal gift.
There is also a focus on the
PITÚ Brazilian spirit for 2014
and 2016, with the upcoming
World Cup and Olympics. PITÚ
is distilled from the best and
purest sugar cane.
Meanwhile, the Asbach brand is
presenting a limited special edition
‘Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
Vintage Reserve 1952’ to mark
its 120th anniversary. The limited
edition runs to just 900 stylishly
crafted one-litre carafes – each
featuring a unique bottle and cask
number, as well as an individual
certificate of authenticity.
Additionally, the Amarula family
has grown with the addition of a
200ml bottle, while also new is
Túnel 14 – a premium aniseed
herbal liquor.

Red Village K19

Green Village J68
and touching moments of
travel. Engraved with luggage
labels bearing the names of
five continents, and inscribed
with an ‘I ♥ To Travel’ insignia
embellished with a translucent
red enamel heart, this solid
sterling silver suitcase will
take you back to the magical
moments that you have spent all
around the world, and seduce

you towards the ones you’ve
yet to take. The suitcase joins a
host of attractive and arresting
charms in the travel collection,
including the ‘Paris’ Eiffel Tower
and ‘London’ Big Ben, the Silver
Passport, the blue enamel Air
Balloon and many more, and is
only available inflight.

Bay Village Bay 3B
www.tfwa.com
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Archive
elegance
At TFWA World Exhibition, Boggi Milano
is showcasing its formal and contemporary Fall/Winter 2013 collection of
fine Milanese tailoring, based on the
rediscovery of past themes, mixed with
innovative materials and contemporary
colours. The ‘ARCHIVIO’ (Archive) capsule
collection features fabrics recovered
from the original archives of the ‘40s
and ‘50s, reworked in a key of modern
sophistication.
Suiting this season is strongly characterised by its two buttons, and a shape
developed with both a classical style and
slim fit, through use of stretch fabrics.
Meanwhile, the double-breasted blazer
is making a return, modishly styled to
give an air of esteem and revere. Jackets
too feature heavily, combined with
garment-dyed trousers and knitwear to
create an image that is less formal, but
always elegant. Structured plain fabrics
and pied de poule are the key textures,
represented in the themes of bright blue,
light greys and natural tones.
Boggi Milano had also collaborated with
respected woolen mill Tallia di Delfino in

the design of its ‘seven folds’ tie collection. With a strong presence of drapery
in neckwear this winter, wools are
blended with cotton and silk to create
a look that fits perfectly with the
suiting themes.

Bay Village Bay 11A

Master Distiller’s
Collection
Brown-Forman Travel Retail will
unveil the second edition of the Jack
Daniel’s Master Distiller’s Collection at TFWA World Exhibition. The
travel retail exclusive is designed to
honour Jack Daniel’s second Master
Distiller Jess Motlow.
“The Master Distiller’s Collection bottle honouring Jess
Motlow is a terrific addition to
the Jack Daniel’s Travel Retail
family, paying tribute to the
invaluable role that Jess played
in the quality, essence, and
appeal of Jack Daniel’s during
his 30-year tenure,” explained
Tim Young, AVP, Director of
Marketing, Brown-Forman
Travel Retail.
Launched in March 2012, the
Jack Daniel’s Master Distiller’s Collection was created to
honour the seven master distillers who
have crafted Old No.7 since the iconic
whiskey’s 1866 inception in Lynchburg,
Tennessee. A different Master Distiller
will be honoured each year, beginning
with Jack himself and ending with
current Master Distiller Jeff Arnett.
The special-edition bottle will come in a
distinctive gift box bearing the likeness
of the Master Distiller being honoured,
and will be sequentially numbered on

the back label with the chronological
ranking of the designated individual
being recognised prominently on the
front label.
Brown-Forman Spirits Historian and
Master Distiller Chris Morris will be
available in Cannes to discuss the
series and the history of the distinguished group.

Green Village M70/M65
www.tfwa.com
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Rare
Welsh
gold
Clogau Gold is showcasing its Autumn &
Winter range at TFWA World Exhibition,
featuring unique, handcrafted jewellery
inspired by the natural beauty of Wales.
Within every piece of Clogau jewellery
is a touch of rare Welsh gold extracted
from the Clogau St. David’s Gold Mine in
Snowdonia, North Wales, UK. Rare Welsh
gold has been used to create wedding
rings for some members of the British
Royal Family since 1923, including, most
recently, Catherine Middleton.
The distinctive Love Vine collection takes
inspiration from the enveloping vines that
surround the entrance of the Clogau St.
David’s gold mine. The Love Vine collection retails in the UK from £350.
Inspired by the harp, the Heartstrings
collection features two new rose gold
pieces – a necklace and earrings, set
with rubies. The Heartstrings collection
elegantly acknowledges a tradition begun
in 1660, where an official harpist was
appointed to the Royal court. It retails in
the UK from £500.

Luxurious rose gold and diamond pieces
have been added to the unique and ever
popular Tree of Life collection, symbolising the evolution of nature through a
combination of intertwining berries,
leaves and vines. The exquisite rose gold
and diamond pieces retail from £1,110.
The Eternal Love collection represents
love and commitment. Never-ending and
adoring, the intertwining heart shapes
beautifully symbolise a special bond
between two people.

Yellow Village D35

Modern
luxury
Estée Lauder will be unveiling the latest
ranges in its collection of high-end
fragrances, cosmetics and skincare
treatments at TFWA World Exhibition.
Among the new lines is Modern Muse,
the new fragrance inspired by the
dynamism of the woman of today, and
created to compliment every aspect of
her life. The scent captures her essence
with a lush floral, woody aroma, and is a
true statement in modern luxury. Estée
Lauder’s most advanced facial serum
yet is also being presented. The result
of groundbreaking research, Advanced
Night Repair Synchronised Recovery
Complex II supports the skin’s natural
nighttime purification processes for a
younger-looking complexion.
Alongside them is Clinique’s Repairwear
Laser Focus Serum, which delivers
63% of the visible reducing power of a
dermatological laser in just twelve weeks,
and also from Clinique comes A Different
Nail Enamel – a pioneering innovation in
the nail enamel industry, formulated to
minimise the skin’s sensitivity.
In fragrance, Tom Ford is introducing Atalier
d’Orient, a collection of four Private Blend
fragrances inspired by sublime beauty,
enigmatic sensuality, and the exquisite
luxury of Asia. Jo Malone, meanwhile, is
highlighting the new Peony & Blush Suede.
Sensual and seductive, the scent is available

www.tfwa.com

in Cologne, Body & Hand Wash, Body Créme
and Home Candle varieties.
Bobbi Brown’s first-of-its-kind Luminous
Moisturising Treatment Foundation; the
miraculous new Treatment Lotion from La
Mer; PlantscriptionTM Youth-renewing Face
Oil by Origins; and the newest offerings from
Michael Kors, DKNY, LAB Series, MAC and
Smashbox Cosmetics will also be on show.
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Untamed
Delicacy
Duc d’O Chocolates, the world’s biggest
producer of flaked chocolate truffles, has
renewed its brand following extensive
consumer research. The result is a
striking new look and feel, and a clear
positioning that is sure to catch the
attention in retail points of sale.

Duc d’O used the uniqueness of each
truffle and the contrast essential to
flaked chocolate truffles as the starting
point, translated into the positioning
‘Untamed Delicacy’ – on the outside
truffles are hard and wild with rough
flakes, while on the inside there is a
soft and delicate filling. The striking
packaging has a handmade touch – a
piece of rough straw and a wax seal
closing the package, and a handwritten label – making each
package unique.

Another aspect making the Duc d’O
chocolate truffles a real unique piece
is their texture – Duc d’O has a special,
secret recipe to make the chocolate
filling creamy, while also light and airy.
In the year of its 30th birthday, Duc
d’O is poised for further growth and
already has an established presence in
more than 70 countries. It now aims to
increase its presence in points of sale
with this new appearance.
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Samsonite has been pushing the
limits of design and innovation for
travel solutions since the company’s
inception over 100 years ago. Year
on year, through an intimate understanding of advanced materials,
cutting edge technology and rigorous
testing methods, it continues to bring
industry leading, ground-breaking
travel solutions to the market, and
this season is no different.
High design meets innovative
technology in Samsonite’s Thermo
Tech range of sleeves for laptops
and tablets,
16/09/2013
16:42which have already been

awarded the red dot Product Design
Award 2013. Innovative Thermo
Welding Technology heat-seals the
sleeves’ material together so there
is no need for stitching, to create the
ultimate lightweight and protective
accessory. The slim-line, featherlight collection features magnetic
closures, soft-touch perforated
material and XRD foamed areas
that enhance the sleeves’ protection
capabilities by absorbing up to 90%
of even then most intensive force.
Available in Light Blue, Purple,
Black, Black/Light Blue, Blue/Light

Blue and Red/Grey, the cases are the
ultimate in standout protection for
electronic devices.
Alongside the new collections, the
leading travel solutions specialist is
also introducing a fresh new business
identity. Connecting the brand’s two
main values – its wide ranging professional solutions and its dedication to
supporting you through day-to-day
life – a new advertising campaign
infuses emotion to Samsonite’s
business category, illustrating the
people and lives they hold outside of
the office. The modern and contemporary style of the campaign mirrors
the look and feel of Samsonite’s new
business collections.
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VisaPure
VisaPure
REVEAL YOUR SKIN’S

REVEALRADIANCE
YOUR SKIN’S
TRUE
TRUE RADIANCE

The new way of cleansing: 10x more effective than cleansing by hand*
The new way of cleansing: 10x more effective than cleansing by hand*

Philips Global Travel Retail.Visit us at Blue Village, G6
Make an appointment: travel.retail@philips.com

*Compared with manual make-up removal. Data on file
*Compared with manual make-up removal. Data on file
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Beauty and elegance
At TFWA World Exhibition Jacomo is
launching the soon-to-be soughtafter new scent essences by Parfums
Inessance Paris: Inessance Beauté and
Inessance Élégance – two truly feminine
fragrances which are the
combined vision of Inessance
Paris and Miss France. The
collaboration unifies the expertise of the perfume house with the
prestige of Miss France,
in a promising marriage joining
their shared values of fantasy
and femininity.
Softness and style are synonymous with the exclusive fragrance
pair, which embody the qualities
of bold beauty and internal elegance.
Inessance Beauté is a modern, intense
signature designed to awaken femininity.
Created by Perfumer Emilie Bouge of
the House of Charabot, it has a captivating aroma combining blackcurrant and
rose, on a base of irresistible vanilla.
Inessance Élégance, meanwhile, is a
timeless fragrance distinguished by its
floral bouquet, and notes of vanilla and
liquorice. Conceived by Serge Majoullier
of MANE, Élégance has a graceful and
charmingly feminine trail.
Both Eau de Toilettes are encased in

slim 50ml bottles decorated with satin
ribbons, and will be launched on Thursday 24 October in the presence of Miss
France 2013 Marian Lorphelin, and Sylvie
Teller, Managing Director, Miss France.
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Sublime
skin
solutions
At TFWA World Exhibition, Clarins, a
European leader in luxury beauty care, is
introducing its eye-enhancing innovation
Be Long Mascara. With a revolutionary
turbine-shaped elastomer brush for
infinitely longer, perfectly curved lashes
and an enriched formula that strengthens lashes and ensures their growth,
all it takes is one application to visibly
lengthen lashes and enhance eye shape.
Also on show is the replenishing and
illuminating new age-control ExtraComfort SPF 15 Anti-Ageing foundation.
The non-oily, highly sensorial cream
pampers skin for 14 hours with nourishing organic argan oil and antsemby plant
extract, which smooths fine lines and
wrinkles for suppler skin. Alongside it
is the long-lasting Instant Concealer,
which revives tired eyes with Clarins’
Light Optimising+ Complex, corrective
pigments and aloe vera extract.
The Extra-firming Eye Care line is the
latest in the Clarins range of exquisite
skin firming secrets. Extra-firming Eye
Lift Perfecting Serum immediately lifts
for reduced dark circles, while Extrafirming Eye Wrinkle Smoothing Cream
sooths, relaxes and hydrates to relieve
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Terragraph Chrono
01.0543.105
01.0543.101
the effects of wrinkles. Clarins is also
launching four Extra-firming creams
into the Asian market for the first time
at Cannes. The two day creams and two
night creams turn back time by firming
female skin and minimising the appearance of wrinkles. A range of travel retail
exclusive sets including the Take Off
Essential translucent bag of indispensable skincare and the Make Up Compact
Palette in warm pinks and browns are
also being showcased.

Ambassadeurs Village
V1/V5

Visit us at TFWA:
Bay 17B
Bay Village
Level 1
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Mother
of pearl
Misaki is launching the PEARLITY
collection – the flawless new line
which unifies ‘pearls and purity’ in
a range of exquisite pieces, where
the singular beauty of pearls is
highlighted by jewellery with fluid,
pure and majestic lines. The collection
is the embodiment of rarity, eternity,
elegance and virtue – qualities that
have been synonymous with pearls
since they first fascinated mankind
more than seven centuries ago.
The collection is inspired by a
‘return to essentials’ approach,
in which pearls are celebrated as
treasures of nature. Pearls are at
the centre of every creation, and are
enhanced by flowing lines and pure
designs, for unique pieces that
showcase their alluring splendor. Exploring the timeless
beauty of pearls, the collection
showcases Misaki’s expertise
as a pearl jewellery brand:
Freshwater Cultured pearls,
Tahiti pearls, South Sea pearls,
Mother of Pearl and Misaki’s technologically advanced Handmade X-Treme
Lustre pearls come together in truly

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION show preview 2013

extraordinary jewellery collections.
Around 30 themes comprise the
collection, including the FIRST set, in
which dark cultured freshwater pearls
are surrounded with a glowing halo of
rose gold, marrying geometric shapes
with flowing contours. Meanwhile the
TRUE bracelet, a minimalist adjustable
silver bangle showcasing a 12-13mm
button shaped cultured pearl unveils
the true beauty of the gem, while, like
a luxurious talisman, AGATE explores
the pure beauty of white cultured
pearls united with Agate stones in a
striking combination.
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Retro
chic
Ice-Watch has added a retro look to its
line-up, drawing on the heritage of iconic
timepieces with its new Ice-Vintage. The
Ice-Vintage reinterprets the watch styles
of the past for contemporary times, with
its hand-sewn leather band, in black,
brown or beige, its steel dial and hands
with bronze matt reflections.
It is said that men and women who

What if the secret to your beauty
was hidden beyond the polar circle?
GREEN VILLAGE
Booth J 57

www.polaar.com

appreciate elegance and perfection are
bound to love this understated, classy
accessory, which has been beautifully
finished and combines nicely with a
handbag or briefcase in aged leather.
Sizes include Big and Big Big. There are
four models – two black leather bands,
one brown leather band, and one light
beige leather band. The band is hand-sewn
leather, while Ice-Vintage also features a
steel dial and transparent Ice-Ramic case.
The Big size has a recommended retail
price of €139, while the Big Big size has a
recommended retail price of €149.
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Guerlain
limited
edition
Guerlain is presenting a limited
edition collector’s bottle designed by
Kuntzel+Deygas, for its Eau de Parfum
and Eau de Toilette – La Petite Robe
Noire. Kuntzel+Deygas have decorated the
legendary bottle, with its inverted heart
shaped stopper, with an original illustration inspired by their new film for Guerlain.
In the Eau de Toilette version, ambrosial
fruity notes enhance the bouquet of fresh
flowers, jasmine and orange blossom
still damp with dew. Cherry, apple and
blackcurrant are showered with green
notes, effervescent and vibrant. Finally,
the timeless appeal of white
amber and the silky-smooth
notes of white musk enrobe
the fragrance in a tender and
sensual halo.
The Eau de Parfum version
features top notes of black
cherry, enrobed in the perfect
blend of essence of almond,
red berries and bergamot;
and middle notes of rose – the
luxurious combination of the
fresh essence of Bulgarian rose

and the delicately candied aroma of Turkish
rose absolute. Finally, liquorice and smoky
tea at the base mingle with the famous
Guerlinade to create a bewitching scent.
Guerlain is also introducing its elegant
Perfumed Deodorant for an Enchanting Awakening. It is compatible with
all versions of the fragrance – Eau de
Toilette, Eau de Parfum or Extrait – and
is the latest in a line of complementary
beauty and skincare products, following
the Velvet Body Milk For Glamorous Skin
and A Bath of Satin or Nothing.
Meanwhile, Guerlain is also showcasing
its Abeille Royale Age-Defying Skincare,
featuring two products: 1-month Youth
Treatment – a freshly released royal jelly
treatment for the skin, and Face Treatment Oil – a firmness-boosting oil with
pure Ouessant honey.
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An icon reinvented
Leonor Greyl, specialist in oils to protect,
preserve and improve the skin and hair,
is reintroducing one of its star products
at TFWA World Exhibition. The beauty
brand is re-launching its pioneering
product under a new moniker, as the
long-lusted after Huile de Palme hairsaving solution becomes Huile de Leonor
Greyl. Though the iconic detangling and
softening serum has been reinvented, it
has kept its intrinsic character, retaining all the qualities that turned it into a
legend. Palm oil is no longer used in the
product’s formula but has ceded its place
to two new natural ingredients. Refined
copra oil from coconut kernels and
mongongo oil extracted from the nuts
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of an African tree serve to enhance the
product’s hydrating powers, and possess
regenerating and restructuring qualities
that have been combined to reinvent the
summer hair care favourite.
The 45-year old family brand is also
presenting its new Huile Secret de Beauté,
a carefully created, new generation skin
treatment made with the finest, most antioxidising and restorative oils, which boost the
hydration and appearance of hair and body
and accentuate your summer tan. Available
in 95ml pump bottle, this ultra-practical,
multi-use spray dispenses a regenerative
mist, for skin and hair that radiate beauty.

Green Village M42
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Functional fashion
Kipling is showcasing its latest collections in Cannes, boasting covetable,
clever bag solutions for modern girls on
the go.
Backpacks are well and truly back, and
with Kipling’s new City Packs collection, it’s all in the attitude. With slouchy
silhouettes and smart storage solutions,
these bags are city companions that
definitely deliver in the style stakes.
From soft premium leather in coal or
lilac to the vibrant Monkey Madness
patterned nylon or ‘90s leopard
print, these packs are just made
for street-style snapping.
The Partylicious range of totes in
Dazzling Beige and Cardinal
Red is no exception. With
colours and fabrics inspired
by the heat and allure of
Brazilian carnival, the
five-piece assortment is
sure to catch the eye,
while the collection’s
statement item, the
shopper with Kipling’s
signature removable shoulder strap and
a tassel front zipper, will
transform a look.
Also on display is the vibrant

Super
premium
tequila
Jose Cuervo will be showcasing 1800
Super Premium Tequila at TFWA World
Exhibition. 1800 Super Premium Tequila
takes its name from the historic event
in the history of tequila. The year 1800
was the first time tequila was aged in
oak barrels to create a smoother, richer
taste profile. 1800 Super Premium Tequila
celebrates this date: the moment when
tequila first broke with its own production
conventions to create real tequila magic.
The Blue Agave plants used for 1800
Super Premium Tequila are grown in the

SoSalsa collection, with bold colours and
deckchair-inspired stripe prints. Including the spacious Alezia tote and the
petite Joana shoulder bag, the range is a
pop of colour for day and night.
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mineral-rich volcanic soil in the area of
Los Altos de Jalisco (Highlands of Jalisco),
Mexico. It takes eight to nine years for
the agave plants to ripen before they are
harvested from the family-owned fields.
1800 Super Premium Tequila is said to
embody the blend between artistry and
craftsmanship.
Don Francisco Hajnal Alfaro, Tequila Master,
said: “The future of 100% agave tequila is very
promising, since consumers are more informed
about the qualities of this category. The 1800
line of tequilas is very consistent in quality. Proof
of this is that the Mexican Academy of Tequilas
tasters, which carries out independent blind
tastings to tequilas in the trade, in annual cycles
since 2001, rewards them consistently among
the top three in each class.”

Bay Village Bay 5B
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Impeccable style
Pal Zileri is revealing its new Spring/
Summer 2014 collection in Cannes
this year. Bedecked in a refined lightness comprising vintage overtones and
impeccable style, the collection draws its
vibrant colour palette from the magical
realism of artist Edward Hopper.
The design of the collection offers a
modern take on 1960s West Coast
elegance, with suits that conjure the

sensation of Hollywood glamour and
the lightness of the Californian spring.
Double-breasted silhouettes are a distinguishing feature of the line, while linen
trousers; contrasting jacket and trouser
pairs; wide, sartorial lapels; and printed
shirts all feature heavily. Check patterns
for trousers and jackets, overcheck suits
with bold pinstripes and variations of
cotton, linen and mohair fabrics are a

delight both to behold and to wear.
The renowned Italian fashion house
has created a wealth of iconic and
eye-catching garments with a unique
mix of traditional and original elements.
The ‘PILOTA’ jacket, a blazer made with
an exclusive fabric by Biella woolen mill
Fratelli Tallia di Delfino, in waffle weave
mohair is one of the tailor’s signature
pieces, and Pal Zileri is also emphasising its creaseproof, deconstructed
knit jacket, a blazer in canvas weave
stretch jersey with contrasting lining in
shirt fabric and a luxury version of its

Classic
Finnish
shawls
Rosafox is launching the new patterns
for its Summer and Winter collections
at TFWA World Exhibition. Glamorous
Rosafox shawls are designed for women
who love to wear quality products. These
versatile shawls are made of wool and
silk, and are decorated with farmed
Finnish Blue Fox. Designer Pirjo Kortelainen’s innovation of combining fabric
with Finnish Blue Fox is at the heart
of this luxury product.

These timeless and sophisticated
accessories are made with 100%
natural materials, and the colour

Balmoral
Dominican Selection
The Balmoral Dominican Selection
Collection 12
offers a luxury assortment box
containing Small Panatela, Panatela
and Corona cigars. To produce these
high-quality cigars, modern
craftsmanship is combined with the
finest tobaccos from the wide region of
the Caribbean. Taste the authenticity.
Expect the unexpected.

The Real Dominican Experience

Visit us at Yellow Village H49

scheme of the fur is matched with
the colours of the fabrics for a
harmonious result. In the Winter

five-pocket trousers, made in cotton and
linen with a Western style pocket.

Bay Village Bay 1
collection the flourishing floral
and classical cashmere patterns in
earthy colours give a luxury feel to
even the most demanding customer’s
wardrobe, while in the Summer
collection bright, oriental colours
dominate.
All of the products are manufactured
in Finland using the traditional
know-how of the fur sector. Registered patent enables Rosafox fur
accessories to be washable in water
– a characteristic that can only be
found in Rosafox products. Rosafox’s
shawls, made of these prestigious
materials, have obtained a worldwide
reputation of a good quality.
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Trendy & Functional
Mosquito Protection
MOSQUITNO FOR TRAVEL RETAIL & DUTY FREE
You will get familiar with the trendy travel concept
carried out by MosquitNo, our tax free products, such
as the Anti Mosquito Polo Shirts and other novelties
for 2013-2014. In addition to our current collection of
stylish and trendy accessories for personal use, we’ve
developed new products in the field of mosquito and
insect protection for the Travel Retail, Duty Free and
Leisure Industry. Welcome in our MosquitNo stand
Green Village H56.

Green VillaGe H56

www.mosquitno.eu
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Go
Rogue
Rogue by Rihanna, the latest fragrance
by Grammy Award-winning songstress
Rihanna, is being presented by Parlux
Fragrances at TFWA World Exhibition.
Always driving the trends, pushing the
envelope and exploring new territories,
Rihanna created this adventurous scent
for the woman who, like herself, radiates
edginess and confidence but is also flirty
and feminine.
A perfect blend of powerful
and playful, the sensual,
orient-inspired fragrance
encourages all women
to live life on their own
terms – to go Rogue – and
the scent’s fruity composition is symbolic of the
mischievous nature that
lies within every modern
woman. Top notes of lemon
blossom and cyclamen
are mixed with bergamot
and spicy pink peppercorn, which give way to
mid-notes of jasmine, rose
and Muget fused with juicy
plum and suede. At the
base is decadent vanilla

Glam &
Soul
For the 2013 Autumn/Winter season,
Thomas Sabo is paying a stylish homage
to the 80s with its GLAM & SOUL Collection. The latest addition to the collection
is an ear cuff with elegant attitude.
Essential fashion pieces of the 1980s,
the ear cuffs, in silver and with rose
and yellow gold plating, are must-haves
for all trendsetters. The many different
ear cuff designs can be customised
with the ear studs from the collection
to create different looks – from elegant
to asymmetric. The key piece from the
collection is an ear cuff combined with a

surrounded by sandalwood and
golden amber.
“We are thrilled to be introducing
Rihanna’s Rogue to the world this fall,”
said Donald Loftus, President of Parlux
Ltd. “Every element of the fragrance
reflects Rihanna’s dynamic spirit and
relentless passion and strength. It is an
amazing fragrance befitting this
amazing talent.”
The scent is available in 125ml, 75ml and
30ml Eau de Parfums, as well as a 200ml
body lotion.
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feather earring – not only a retro feeling,
but also a hip style.
The 2013 GLAM & SOUL Autumn/Winter
Collection also includes a ‘My Rings’
theme. Delicate and stylish, the rings
can be worn on their own or stacked in
multiples. In two-tone or tricolour looks,
they bring a sparkle to the hand.
Thomas Sabo Creative Director Susanne
Kölbli has dedicated numerous items for
Autumn/Winter 2013 to love. The statement
piece of the collection is a three-dimensional,
glittering medallion. Work on a filigree chain,
it features a high-impact Arabesque heart in
silver and rose gold plating.
Thomas Sabo is also presenting a new
fragrance in its Charm Club perfume
family – Charm Rose Intense.

Within every piece of Clogau jewellery is a
touch of the same rare Welsh gold as used
by British Royalty for over 100 years.

Blue Village C14
VISIT OUR TRADE STAND

TFWA World Exhibition
Yellow Village D35 | October 21st - 25th

@Clogau

www.facebook.com/clogaugold

w w w.clogau .com
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High-classtravelling
At TFWA World Exhibition Bric’s is
introducing Bellagio, the latest addition
to its repertoire of luxury luggage that
epitomises high-class and functional
travelling. A vintage-looking line that
recalls classic travel bags and the
tradition of elegant travel trunks, the
Bellagio range marries the golden age
of travel with groundbreaking functionality, strength, and lightness.
Bellagio is recognised by its square
shape with a retro allure, enhanced
by leather details, like the straps
that characterise its front frame
and corners. The high-performance
polycarbonate trolleys, available in
four sizes, are light, convenient, strong
and handy. Smooth Japanese wheels
offering a convenient and ultra-light
tow, a new Tsa lock, and leather-coated
handles are just a few of the structural
pluses of this line.
The interior has been designed to
satisfy the need for neatness, comfort,
and lightness: the whole structure has
a soft lining, and both compartments
are closed with a zipper and hooks
respectively to allow for the perfect
arrangement of items and clothes.
The elegant pieces in the Bellagio
range are designed as ‘cross-products’
of Bric’s. The colours – olive green,
black, cream and pink – match with
Bric’s other travel lines, which offer
a variety of carry-ons and semi-stiff

trolleys in the same hues to create sets
that fit every journey, and every need of
the modern traveller.
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Ultraaged
tequila

Savour Guylian’s chocolate Sea Shells, marbled
with 100% pure, silky smooth milk, dark and
white Belgian chocolate. Each shell is filled with
Guylian’s signature Hazelnut Praliné. Enjoy the
great taste.
VISIT US: MEDITERRANEAN VILLAGE P13

Patrón Spirits is showcasing Gran
Patrón Piedra, its first extra añejo
tequila, which will be exclusively available in global duty free before eventually
reaching the domestic market. Gran
Patrón Piedra is meticulously aged for
more than three years in new American
and French oak barrels, and offers a
distinct range of flavours and aromatics
to satisfy the most sophisticated and
discerning palates.
In addition to extra añejo aging, Gran
Patrón Piedra is distinguished by its
unique ‘Tahona’ production process,
which is a time consuming and ancient
method for creating tequila. The steamcooked agave is slowly crushed with a
large Tahona stone wheel; the resulting
juice is then fermented and distilled
along with the agave fibre. Piedra –
meaning ‘stone’ in Spanish – is created
entirely from the Tahona process – one
of very few tequilas still produced in this
age-old way.
Gran Patrón Piedra is characterised by

its deep mahogany colour and sweet,
subtle aromas of fruit, fresh mushroom,
light citrus and toasted French oak. The
taste is sweet, yet rich and complex.
“We created Gran Patrón Piedra to offer
tequila aficionados a tasting experience
unlike any other,” said Francisco Alcaraz,
Patrón’s Master Distiller. “Its complex
flavour profile and remarkably smooth
finish sets Gran Patrón Piedra apart in
the ultra-aged tequila category.”

Green Village H36
www.tfwa.com
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Varied
range
Hanse Distribution’s product range
varies from jewellery and watches to
accessories and gadgets. “There are a
number of achievements in 2013, which
we are extremely proud of, including the
launch of the new Candy Tech Mobile

watch which we will be presenting at
TFWA World Exhibition and for which we
have already secured a few listings on
Lufthansa, SWISS, Etihad and Air Berlin,”
commented General Manager Nikolas
Hogrefe.
The company is showcasing a wide
range of new jewellery collections
from such brands as Carolee NY,
Sosoma, Carrington and La Chance.
The collection of watches includes
brands such as CCCP, Spinnaker, new

NEW PRODUCTS

Ballast, Cross and Earnshaw.
“In 2014 we are planning to launch some
exciting new gadgets, which we will
also be presenting during TFWA World
Exhibition. We expect them to repeat the
absolute success of our famous Camera
Pen and Camera watch, which have been
listed on over 30 airlines all over the
world with great success in the last few
years,” added Hogrefe.
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Fortrendy travellers
Tateossian is launching new and
exclusive pieces for the duty free
market. This season Tateossian
is extending its line of unique and
fashionable pieces to travel retail.
From cufflinks to bracelets, each
piece is said to offer something
special to the trendy traveller.
New additions to the wellestablished bracelet line include
the Tateossian Small Nugget and
Tateossian Carbon Fibre bracelets.
The Small Nugget bracelet features
semi-precious beads finished off
with a stylish polished silver nugget.
They can be stacked together
with complementary colours for a

seasoned jetsetter look. Meanwhile,
the masculine Carbon Fibre bracelet
is described as an essential for those
looking to add a touch of the industrial to their wristwear style. These
bracelets combine strong chunky
braided Italian leather in black with
a sleek highly polished carbon fibre
pop clasp.
In addition, after the success of the
signature Tateossian Gear cufflink,
the Gear Perspex cufflink makes its
debut in the travel retail market.
It features vibrant blue Perspex
set against multicoloured gears
in various sizes framed in a round
casing. The Tateossian element

Eye-catching chic
Elegance and natural femininity unite
in fashion symbiosis in Wolford’s new
Spring/Summer 2014 collection, where

bright, beautiful colours and golden
ornamentation are the visual highlights
of piece influenced by Seventies style
and ethnic-colonial flair. The collection
is inspired by the classical elegance of
model and ‘Queen of the Scene’ Marisa
Berenson, and is led by pleated knit
skirts in glossy satin or light, summery
fabrics, ensuring a naturally-feminine
touch and also putting the wearer in
‘full swing’. In addition, details such as
jabots, frills or lace collars create a look
of colonial romanticism in true ‘Out of
Africa’ style, while oversized flowers and
miniature floral patterns, especially in
the ready-to-wear and lingerie lines,
enforce a retro direction.
Wolford is also introducing its chic and
sophisticated Little Black Dress collection at Cannes. The eyecatching range
of LBD styles represents the Austrian
label’s different interpretations of rock,
glamour and romance, allowing the
wearer to limitlessly customise her style
so that her personality shines through.
The pieces are designed to to be worn
in combination with classic styles from
Wolford’s existing ready-to-wear, hoisery
and lingerie ranges, and are made from
the finest materials, making them longterm wardrobe favourites.
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of surprise is prominent in these
cufflinks as each cog component
can be manually rotated to create an

interactive experience.
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With
love
2013 has been a breakthrough
year for Desigual, which, since
it last exhibited in Cannes, has
experienced more than 35 new
openings, including a 150sqm
bazaar-inspired store in Milan
Malpensa Airport’s Terminal 1.
In addition, the leading fashion
brand has also opened in
strategic geographies such as
Asia and South America, as well

as strengthening its presence
in Europe and North America,
and continues to show its

Brilliant bags
Tumi, a leading international
brand in premium travel,
business and lifestyle accessories, is showcasing three
new pieces at TFWA World
Exhibition, all exclusive to
travel retail.
Each piece in this limited
edition collection – made from
intelligent ballistic nylon FXTTM
material in deep forest brown,
with Vachetta leather accents

and chino lining – has a luggage
tag bearing a ‘Tumi Limited
Edition’ plate and a ‘tracer ID’
traceable tag to assist rapid
retrieval if the bag is mislaid.
Re-interpreted from a bestselling silhouette from the
Alpha Bravo collection, the Knox
Backpack is the ideal companion
for work, leisure activities and
weekend getaways, and, with
multiple internal and external

Fragrances
with drive
The name Mercedes-Benz signifies more than just brand luxury.
It is a symbol of belonging, the
key to an elite world in which
design, beauty and exclusivity
reign supreme. INCC Group is
showcasing two of the brand’s
stylish and striking scents at
TFWA World Exhibition this year.

The brand’s first feminine
fragrance, Mercedes-Benz
Perfume, is a fresh, powdery, floral
Eau de Parfum inspired by the
Bertha Benz, the visionary wife
of motorised automobile inventor
Carl Benz. A sophisticated scent
with countless facets and just as
much finesse, Mercedes-Benz

commitment to the travel retail
market, planning to end the
year with more then 100 points
of sale across the world’s most
important airports.
This year at TFWA World
Exhibition, Desigual is
presenting its Autumn Winter
collection, WE LOVE. Intense
and flamboyant, WE LOVE is
quintessentially ‘Desigual’,
capturing perfectly the
vibrant spirit and dynamic
nature at the heart of the
Barcelonan brand. An array
of the collection’s pieces
will be on show, including

pockets, is designed for maximum
functionality and comfort.
The Hawthorne Briefcase is
both timeless and modern. With
its elegant styling, detachable
shoulder strap, front and back
zipper pockets, open pocket
with magnetic closure and top
zipper, it provides a practical
solution for the busy executive.
For a slimmer option, the Meade
Slim Messenger packs function
and style. This scaled-down
silhouette features an adjustable
shoulder strap and organised
interior and exterior pockets,

Perfume is available 30ml, 60ml
and 90ml flacons. Voluptuously
curved and gleaming with silver,
the smooth bottle is a delicate
representation of the subtle and
sensuous bouquet within.
Alongside it is Mercedes-Benz
Intense, the second Eau de
Toilette for men by MercedesBenz. The fresh woody-amber
fragrance is authentic and refined,
with crisp Italian bergamot and
mandarin, aromatic violet leaves
and hints of smoky Indonesian
patchouli evoking a sense

the cutting-edge, Wild
West-inspired shoulder bag,
which incorporates oriental
influences such as cyan and
fuchsia florals and lace.
With the WE LOVE collection,
Desigual hopes to demonstrate its love for women,
by creating a collection in
which they feel reassured, in
a world that is positive and
joyful, and that echoes its
brand values of Fun,
Sex & Love.

Mediterranean
Village N5

accommodating indispensable
items for business, leisure or
wandering around town.

Riviera Village
RG14

of masculine seduction. The
perfume in enrobed in a lacquered
black glass bottle, available in
40ml, 75ml and 120ml.

Red Village K22

Bags of adventure
New Exhibitor
Napapijri will be presenting its
vast array of state-of-the-art,
sophisticated backpacks and
bags for every journey at TFWA
World Exhibition for the first
time this year.
The adventure called Napapijri
started in 1987 in the shadow
of Europe’s highest peak, the
Monte Bianco, where an Italian
manufacturer of travel bags,
combining innovative materials
with close attention to style,
introduced a new sensibility to
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outdoor apparel.
The brand started out with
technically innovative multipurpose backpacks and bags,
versatile articles that rapidly
won over the more demanding sort of traveller, who
wanted capacious and comfortable bags for carrying objects
and emotions to high altitude.
Immediate consumers’ consensus on one hand, and the brand’s
strong commitment to experimenting with advanced fabrics
and new colours on the other,
quickly drew Napapijri towards

the world of apparel, where it
developed a concept of a total
look that combines quality,
functionality, comfort and style.
The first products designed and
manufactured by the company,
and still amongst the most
sought after today, Napapijri
bags express the brand’s travel
culture in their robust cylindrical
structure. Practical and light,
they are designed to be ideal
companions for any endeavour,
be it large or small.

Bit of
a buzz
MosquitNo has transformed
travel and outdoors experiences with its attractive
and practical anti-mosquito
solutions. The brand applies
innovation, ingenuity and
the latest in insect repellent technology to develop
products that protect from
unfriendly mosquitoes
without irriating smells or
substances for solutions that
are all-natural, comfortable
and fun.
MosquitNo products offer a
DEET-free, non-toxic solution
to toxic, messy bug sprays,
and are so safe and easy
to use that you won’t even
notice you’re wearing bug
repellent. The products are
infused with a pleasantsmelling, 100% citronella oil,
a proven mosquito repellent,
which works by masking the
humans scents that attract
mosquitos, to provide safe
and effective protection from
flying, biting insects.
This year at Cannes,
MosquitNo is launching its
new travel items for holidays
and outdoor activities. The
MosquitNo Anti-Insect
Placemats set includes
two 100% organic cotton
placemats, with anti-insect
function that is rebooted by
washing up to 100 times.
Also in the new range is the
MosquitNo Travel Bag – an
assortment of items including repellent bracelets, clips,
the popular SpotZzz stickers
and Beepatches in a handy
MosquitNo pouch – and
the travel retail exclusive
MosquitNo Travel Edition.
Only found inflight, the Travel
Edition pack contains five
bracelets, one clip and 12
SpotZzz stickers, all with the
power to keep your excursions insect-free.

Green Village H56

Riviera Village RG6
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Playful perfumes
Innovation and inspirational
ideas are taking centre stage at
Millennium Fragrances, which
is presenting its enticing travel
retail exclusives, clever new
designs and artful sets and
assortments of fragrances for
children.
Clayeux’s action-packed new
sets for girls and boys cleverly

combine perfume with play.
The vintage-inspired Clayeux
set for girls aged 6-12 is sugar
and spice and all things nice,
and features the jasmine flower
and citrus fruit Eau de Toilette
Clayeux Girl (100ml), as well as a
sweet as candy cupcake-making
kit complete with polka-dot
pinafore. The Clayeux set for

NEW PRODUCTS

boys aged 6-12 is a creative kit
for bohemian budding musicians.
A harmonica and notebook for
songs accompany a 100ml bottle
of Eau de Toilette Clayeux Boy,
with bergamot, mandarin, orange
and musky woodnotes.
Also being highlighted is the new
collection of scents designed
by pop artist Valeria Attinelli for
Kokeshi Parfums. Attinelli’s works
are inspired by the imaginations
of children, as is evident in her
enchanting redesigns of the

Alternative accords
Globally renowned perfumer
Police has become known for
its provocative, alternative and
daring creations, and its newest
launch is the ultimate symbol
of the qualities that identify the
brand. Mavive is presenting
Police’s The Sinner for men,
inspired by best-selling novel
Fifty Shades of Grey and the
games played by its protagonist Christian Grey. Caged in

Stunningwatches
The Dreyfuss Group is showcasing the latest groundbreaking
watch families to be developed
by Rotary – Ladies Jura and
Aquacore. Ladies Jura carries
Rotary’s proprietary movement
‘CALIBRE R.1002.21’. It is
described as a truly exceptional
collection of Swiss-made,

well-known Kokeshi characters.
‘Bambu’, ‘Cheery’, ‘Lotus’, ‘Litchee’
and ‘Tonka’ all have brand new
looks, and the playful Eau de
Toilettes are available as 50ml and
50ml with 5ml key ring set. Kokeshi
is also launching its exclusive nail

varnish sets, featuring 50ml EDT
and two 5ml nail varnishes, or
three 5ml varnishes in exciting
colour combinations.

a glass bottle encased in a
pair of handcuffs, The Sinner
represents the most intimate
of transgressions. Masculine
and provocative with woody
and amber notes, the Eau de
Toilette is available in 30ml,
50ml and 100ml sizes, as well
as in Deodorant Spray, Deodorant Stick and All Over Body
Shampoo varieties.
Mavive is also launching the
newest inventions in Zippo’s
iconic range of lighter-shape
packaged fragrances in Cannes.
The citrusy, herbaceous Zippo

Dresscode: Black is destined
to become a must-have scent
for the man who seeks sophistication and success in every
sense, and comes in 50ml and
100ml Eau de Toilette forms.
For women, Zippo Stardust
is devoted to the modern
Cinderella, and with a fresh
and sensual accord, a touch
of femininity and a lingering
character, the Eau de Parfum
is a fantasy in a star-clad bottle
(50ml and 75ml).

delivers style and elegance.
Aquacore is Rotary’s first ever
sport-inspired family, which is
Swiss-made and automatic. Each
model is a unique hybrid of sport
and skeleton designed to appeal
to both men and women. The true
spirit of Aquacore is captured
in the design details, such as
chronograph and aperture dials.
Orange is the statement colour
running throughout – from bold
rubber straps to hour markers

automatic watches with a
stunning dial opening feature.
Warm rose gold PVD, gold PVD
or sophisticated stainless steel
cases are either plain or set with
shimmering Austrian crystals,
and are available in a selection of
luxury seven-link bracelets and
classic leather straps. The range

Unique pralines

Ambassadeurs
Village U5+6

Red Village M30
and hands. The gents models
have bigger, bolder casing and a
striking masculine design, while
the ladies model has a softer
aesthetic, combined with performance and substance. Features
such as mother of pearl dial and
feminine rose gold PVD bracelet
make this an incredibly elegant
timepiece.

Yellow Village
AA17
chocolate for Neuhaus. They
each gleaned inspiration from
their own roots, experience and
favourite dessert and, together
with the expertise of Neuhaus’s
Maître Chocolatier, they have
created a unique praline. The
luxurious gift case contains 27
special chocolates – three
from each chef.

Neuhaus created a box with a
red and golden design featuring
a beautiful horse. The design
brings harmony in the unity
of the Neuhaus Chinese New
Year collection. This special gift
box will present a selection of
Neuhaus’ best-selling pralines

in Asia. The arrival of the Year
of the Horse will be celebrated
on 31 January 2014. The limited
edition 190g box contains 16
chocolates.
Neuhaus is also presenting the
‘Haute Patisserie’ range, which
is the result of a collaboration

with nine internationally
renowned patissiers, each of
whom has created a special

Yellow Village AA11

Bubbly chocolate

Cadbury Dairy Milk Bubbly
also addresses a key pillar of
Mondelez World Travel Retail’s
Delighting Travelers category
vision – encouraging shoppers to
purchase ‘More Often’.
By bringing increased versatility
to the Cadbury Dairy Milk product
range, delivering a unique Dairy
Milk eating experience and offering an attractive price point, Dairy

Milk Bubbly is designed to trigger
consumer demand on many
levels. The creation of an exciting
in-store experience for shoppers
is also designed to stimulate
more frequent purchasing.
Powered by the brand’s Welcome
to Joyville mythology, the launch
of Cadbury Dairy Milk Bubbly
is said to bring a burst of joy to
every travellers journey.

Riviera Village RG5

Neuhaus is building on the
success of its previous Chinese
New Year collections with the
creation of a limited edition
box to celebrate the Year of the
Horse. Responding to demand
from Chinese consumers for
a Chinese New Year product,

Mondelez World Travel Retail
is introducing Cadbury Dairy
Milk Bubbly – a travel retail
exclusive tablet with soft and
round bubbles of milk chocolate,
both inside and out. The newly
launched tablet is available

www.tfwa.com

in two flavour variants – milk
chocolate and travel retail
exclusive milk chocolate with
caramel. It also features a travel
retail exclusive moulded shape.
By offering product innovation
and creating in-store excitement,
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Eye
gear
NEW EXHIBITOR
Infiniti Red Bull Racing
Eyewear is presenting a
stylish range of stunning
stainless steel models at
TFWA World Exhibition. The
collection incorporates five
eyewear models in different
colours and shapes, each one
composed of light materials
for ultimate comfort, and

distinguished by modish
retro lens profiles. The
simply spectacular stainless
steel frame model is sheer
innovation in vintage style,

with double-injected rubber
temple ends for best fit and
adaptability, and polycarbonate lenses in a perfect
material combination.

Featured in the new collection
is the Model RBR181, piloteshaped unisex glasses, which
are trendy and comfortable.
Also being showcased is the
unisex Model RBR182 in five
colours, with sporty square
shapes that are ideal for
smaller faces. Alongside them
are the five models of the
RBR192 range, which feature
large, high-quality lenses
with colourful flashes and
the Model RBR196, with big
pilote-shaped frames in true
Formula One manner.

Red Village L20

Vodka with Attitude
Waldemar Behn is bringing a
full range of its award-winning
spirits to its new larger stand
at TFWA World Exhibition,
including its latest acquisition,
DANZKA Vodka.
“We are very proud to present
DANZKA Vodka that we
acquired late spring 2013,”
said Rüdiger Behn, Managing
Director. “We have doubled our
stand size to be able to present
DANZKA Vodka in the way we
wish it to be seen by the duty
free and travel retail business

worldwide. DANZKA Vodka
– vodka with attitude - is a
premium brand totally committed and devoted to
this business.”
Torben Vedel Andersen,
Global Sales Director, added:
“DANZKA Vodka – the world’s
best travelling vodka – is one
of the leading vodkas in global
duty free and travel retail and is
available on all continents and
with literally all major duty
free operators.”
Already known globally as the

Joie de
vivre

trendsetters, including Jessie J
who chose an 18-carat goldplated Joie Collection bracelet.
Tiny, interwoven chain-links and
delicate metallic balls are fused
together into one unbroken
bond, symbolising never-ending
happiness, and celebrating
the unities that are created
through life. The sterling silver
chain-links and balls are
joined together in a selection
of gold, rose gold or cool black
rhodium, creating a glistening
effect with the movement of
the wrist. A magnetic clasp and
BOUTON’s signature simulated
diamond pavé stones add a
touch of glamour.
Buckley Jewellery’s other
sumptuous costume jewellery
lines will also be on show at
TFWA World Exhibition, which
comes just after the opening
of its luxurious and unique
pop-up shop at Heathrow
Airport’s Terminal 1. The
lavish pop-up store houses
the company’s three brands,
Buckley London, Atwood &
Sawyer and Bouton.

Buckley Jewellery Limited is
introducing BOUTON, the latest
brand to join its glamorous
line-up, at Cannes. BOUTON
will be debuting the new sterling
silver Joie Collection of charming
bracelets, inspired by life’s joyous
moments. The dainty pieces
are already proving popular
with London’s most enviable

Red Village H4
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‘Vodka with Attitude’, DANZKA
Vodka is continuing its expansion
with new airport listings in Asia,
America and Russia in view.
Waldemar Behn is also
presenting a new look for
Dooley’s Cream Liqueurs. “We
have carefully upgraded the
design of the bottle, the logo,
and the entire look of the range
and have been very focused
on creating a conceptual
approach,” commented Behn.

Green Village H52

Fine
cocoaS

Premium German chocolate
company Rausch Schokoladen
is launching its irresistible
World of Chocolates range of
travel exclusives into the global
travel retail market.
The fifth generation familyrun company has an enticing
USP. It uses only 100% pure,
single origin, fine-flavoured
cocoas, which are the most
rare and expensive, but
also the most delicious and
aromatic, in the world. Among

the mouth-watering mixtures
crafted especially for the World
of Chocolates travel retail
collection are Small Bites, an
assortment of 32 miniatures in
eight different fine-flavour milk
and dark cocoas, presented
in a mini hessian cocoa sack
tied with ribbon and perfect for
gifting, snacking and sharing;
Sticks, eight different 40g
chocolate pillars presented in a
natural wood cylinder that are
ideal for snacking and gifting
and perfect for satisfying a
chocolate craving; and Bars, a
mix of four 100g bars in different
flavours and cocoa intensities.

It bags
Leading leather lifestyle
brand Aigner will be
showcasing its new Spring/
Summer 2014 leather
collection at TFWA World
Exhibition this year.
Combining Aigner’s signature traditional craftsmanship with a modern design
and big colours, the new
collection transports the
consumer to the heart
of Brazil.
The collection sees the
release of stunning new
bag shapes, with beautiful
A-logo patterns and innovative textural embossing
and a focus on fine leather
quality, along with careful
finishing and modern
design. The new launches
include Saffiano, Copa, and
Aigner’s must-have ‘It Bag’,
the Cybill – the highlight of
its hugely successful ‘Heritage’ collection. Designed
to pay homage to the
unmistakable accessories
of the 1970s, the ‘Heritage’
collection featured exclusive
leather classics, made
for eternity. To mark the
anniversary of the range,
head designer Christian
Beck created Aigner’s
new It-Bag.
The Cybill Bag is dedicated
to Sibylle Schön, CEO at
Aigner, and combines traditional, Italian craftsmanship
with the requirements of a
modern business handbag.
With sophisticated design
and timeless qualities,
Aigner’s new ‘It Bag’ stands
out from the crowd, and
is the perfect bag for any
occasion. Bringing together
the DNA of Aigner, and
the latest fashion, Cybill
is typical of the Heritage
range, with its puristic yet
present design, high-quality
leather and bold colours;
it is a strong bag for
strong women.
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